
Babyverden

Norway's largest meeting place for 

parents, pregnant women and women 

who are trying for a baby.

Partnership for advertisors



Since 1964, Sandviks has 
been present for Norwegian 
families through one of the 
biggest events in life.



The Babyverden universe

App, website with over 10,000 
articles, podcasts, newsletters, forum and 
books. All of it targeted to parents 
and those who are, or want to become, 
pregant.

53,000 children are born in Norway every year.

33,000 of then are registrered in Babyverden.



The essence of 
the partnership

You get access to the following advertising solutions, 

within all of Sandviks' channels:

• Babyverden.no

• Display banners

• Articles / Native

• App advertising

• Social media

• Spedbarnsboken

• Newsletters

• Contests on the website and social media

• Online meeting / event



Let your brand become part 
of one of the most magical 
moments in life

Babyverden provides a unique, industry-

exclusive access to the target group 

pregnant women and parents of babies and 

toddlers.

All our partners have tailor-made agreements 

that ensure that you meet your target group 

100%.



Advertising partners
(2023)

Large advertisors – often a leading 

brand whitin their industry.



Marketing channels



Banners

Minimum 10% share of voice of all of Babyverdens' ad 
impressions (>500,000 per month).

Website and app.

Multiple segmentation options

- including the child's age.



Articles / Native

All of the articles have their own landing page on 

babyverden.no, to gain extra traffic from organic 

search.

12 articles may be added each year.

Every week, one article from one of our partners is 

featured on the front page and in social media.



Articles / Native

The articles are placed in age-

segmented newsletters, to ensure 

that the relevancy is top notch.



Newsletters

Age-segmented newsletters:

Sent out every week during 

pregnancy and the first year after 

the baby is born. The content is 

adapted to the phase of the 

pregnancy or the child's age.

Generic newsletters:

Handpicked articles selected by 

Babyverdens's editors. Sent out 

weekly to all members.



Nyhetsbrev

We send out around 72 000 generic newsletters and 15 000 

age specific newsletters every week.

Avg. opening rate: 46%.



App

Parents, pregnant women and 
women who are trying for a baby.

Every user is registered and logged in.



App

Co-registration:

Dedicated offers are automatically sent out to 

new members of Babyverden.



App

Vi want the Babyverden members to receive 

relevant offers from our partners.

There's a sales tab within the app menu. The red 

bubble shows the number of new offers, since the 

last time the user checked the tab.

The offers may be segmented.



Podcast

Babyverden has three podcast series:

• Pregnancy week for week

• The baby's first year

• Babyverden (various relevant content)

This is a potential advertising channel for our 

partners (not included in the partnership).



Surveys and Insights

Conduct brand surveys and market 

surveys towards the target group.



Online events on 
the forum

As a partner, you will have the 

possibility to arrange online meetings 

on the forum. This is usually a Q&A 

session, where you have an expert 

who answers questions from the forum 

users.

The online event should be announced 

in advance.

This can be used to find out what users 

are interested in. The insight can, for 

example, be used to write articles on 

relevant topics.



Contests

Weekly contests on the website.

Giveaway on Instagram.



Spedbarnsboken

Spedbarnsboken (the infant book) is distributed 

free of charge at most birth centers in the country, 

and at some health centers. The book can also be 

ordered from Babyverden, where you'll only pay 

for postage.

The partnership includes one full-page ad in the 

book.



55,000 NOK per month

Become a Babyverden partner

Access to the advertising solutions 
through all our channels, exclusively for 
your brand within your industry.

- Display banners and articles

- App advertising

- Newsletters

- Social media

- Spedbarnsboken
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